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Abstract: Multi-evaporator loop heat pipe (ME-LHP), as one of the typical two-phase 
closed capillary circulation systems, exhibits tremendous potential in applications which 
involve high heat flux and multi-heat sources, and is especially attractive to spacecraft 
and electronics packaging thermal control. This paper provides a comprehensive review 
of ME-LHP research and developments for the past 20 years covering four aspects: 
design theory, mathematical models, steady-state operational performance and start-up 
performance. ME-LHP design theory contains three key problems including the number 
limit for evaporators, sizing of the compensation chamber (CC) and calculation of the 
working fluid charge. Three peculiar features in steady performance have been 
discussed, which are the heat load sharing feature, the control rules of the operation 
temperature among multiple CCs, and the capillary limit of ME-LHP. Two influencing 
factors of start-up performance have been taken into account, including the required 
superheat on ME-LHP start-up and the initial fluid distribution in evaporators. 
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Nomenclature 
 
C condenser 
CC compensation chamber 
E evaporator 
LL liquid line 
M mass, g 
N number of evaporators / CCs 
P pressure, Pa 
SS stainless steel 
T temperature, K or ℃ 
t time, h 
V volume, m3 
VL vapor line 
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Greek letter 
α void fraction 
β liquid fraction 
ε porosity 
ρ density, g/cm3 
 
Subscripts 
c worst cold case 
cc compensation chamber 
cond condenser 
e evaporator 
gr vapor groove  
h worst hot case 
l liquid 
ll liquid line 
v vapor 
vl vapor line 
w wick 
 
1 Introduction 
With the development of high-power integration in electronics, the demand of heat 
dissipation for spacecraft and large space stations is increasing, and thermal 
management in the conditions of high heat flux and multi-heat sources distribution is 
increasingly prominent. Multi-evaporator two-phase loop system exhibits tremendous 
potential in both theoretical research and ground applications in the multi-heat sources 
complex thermal conditions. Especially with the concept change in future small 
spacecraft thermal control system from isolated direct heat dissipation to the centralized 
thermal management, the development of multi-evaporator two-phase loop system is of 
great importance and impendency as the first choice of the long-distance 
highly-efficient heat acquisition/transport/rejection systems, from multiple high-power 
integrated electronic boxes to space radiators [1].  
 
Currently, there are mainly three types of multi-evaporator two-phase loops: 
multi-evaporator loop heat pipe (ME-LHP), multi-evaporator capillary pump loop 
(ME-CPL) and multi-evaporator hybrid loop heat pipe (ME-HLHP), which were 
derived and developed from LHP, CPL, combined LHP and CPL, respectively. Bugby et 
al. [2-3] illustrated the architectures, the distinctive and unique characteristics of such 
two-phase loop options. Among them, ME-LHP has distinct advantages such as high 
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system heat transport capability, high pumping, self-starting capability, ability to cool 
multiple heat sources, heat load sharing among multiple evaporators, flexibility in 
system design and operation, and has therefore become attractive to the thermal control 
for spacecraft and high-power electronics applications.  
 
In present, there are two typical ME-LHP systems depending on the layout of 
evaporator and compensation chamber (CC). One type is multiple evaporators in 
parallel with a common CC (Fig. 1a), whose operation resembles CPL with the 
weaknesses of instability during start-up, relatively low capillary pumping and heat 
transport capability. The other type is individual evaporators in parallel, each having its 
own CC (Fig. 1b). This type was developed from conventional LHP whose advantages 
were inherited, but its number of evaporators is limited. ME-LHP can be configured 
either with one common condenser or with multiple condensers. ME-LHPs with 
multiple condensers as shown in Fig. 1 is also called ramified LHP [4-5], have been 
developed in many applications requiring multi-sinks.  
CC-2
Evaporator-1
Evaporator-2
Evaporator-n
Condenser-1
Condenser-n
CC-1
CC-2
CC-n
Evaporator-1
Evaporator-2
Evaporator-n
Condenser-1
Condenser-n
  
(a) Multi-evaporator sharing common CC   (b) Multi-evaporator each with its own CC 
Fig. 1 Two types multiple –evaporator LHP configuration 
 
In the open literature, the most investigated ME-LHP is the LHP with dual evaporators 
and single/dual condensers (DE-LHP). Therefore, DE-LHP is taken as an example to 
clarify the configuration and operation modes of ME-LHP. As shown in Fig. 2, DE-LHP 
consists of two evaporators, two condensers, vapor lines, liquid lines and a working 
fluid. The evaporators and the condensers are connected in parallel with vapor lines and 
liquid lines. Each evaporator has a CC and porous wicks. According to the application 
pattern of heating to evaporators, there are generally two operation modes: parallel 
mode and heat sharing mode. In parallel mode, heat loads are applied to both 
evaporators. The vapor generated in both evaporators first converges in the common 
vapor line, and then separately travels along each vapor line to each condenser where it 
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rejects heat to a sink and meanwhile changes back to liquid phase. The liquid again 
converges in the common liquid line, flows along individual liquid line and enters 
respective CC to replenish the liquid in the porous wick. In heat sharing mode, heat load 
is only applied to one evaporator and the other evaporator actually functions as a 
condenser. Just as Fig. 2b shows, partial vapor generated in evaporator 1 enters into 
evaporator 2 and raises the temperature of CC2 via the thermodynamic and 
hydrodynamic links among two CCs and two evaporators. Therefore, as long as the 
liquid from evaporator 2 has higher temperature than the returning liquid from 
condensers, the CC2 is in two-phase state and controls the operation temperature.  
 
(a) Heat load to both evaporators           (b) Heat load to one evaporator 
Fig. 2 Schematic of dual-evaporators/dual-condensers LHP [6]  
 
The performance features of a DE-LHP were summarized by Ku et al. [7]. The first 
feature is the fluid distribution of CC under normal operating conditions. Typically, only 
one CC contained two-phase fluid and the other CC was completely liquid-filled. The 
second feature is about the control of loop operating temperature. The loop operating 
temperature can be actively controlled at the desired set-point temperature and normally 
governed by the CC with higher temperature. The third feature is that the control of the 
loop operating temperature could shift from one CC to the other as the operating 
conditions change. The fourth feature is that two evaporators could share the heat load 
when only one of the evaporators receives heat load. All the features above also occur in 
ME-LHP according to Helden et al. [4]. 
 
From the above, ME-LHP retains all features of state-of-the-art LHP and offers 
additional advantages to enhance the functionality, performance, versatility, and 
reliability of the system. The operational and design feasibility has been verified [2]. 
However, there are still some research areas that compel immediate attention. For 
example, if the number of evaporator can increase unlimitedly, what results will be 
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induced and what methods can then solve this problem? Another example is that what 
are the differences in the design theory between ME-LHP and conventional LHP, 
typically issues are how to select a fluid charge and CC volume. In addition, as known 
to all, modeling a conventional (single evaporator-CC/single condenser) LHP is already 
difficult enough, particularly the modeling of transient phenomena. Only a handful of 
computer codes are available for both steady state and transient simulations of 
conventional LHPs. For multiple pump/multiple condenser LHP systems, much more 
effort will be made to develop the analytical model to predict the operational behavior 
and it is therefore meaningful to review the status of analytical models for ME-LHP. 
Moreover, ME-LHP has its distinct operational features, such as how the loop operating 
temperature switches among the multiple CCs, what factors influence the heat sharing, 
etc.  
 
The current paper will focus on ME-LHP to summarize important research progress in 
four aspects for the first time: design theory, mathematical models, steady-state 
operational performance and start-up performance. The key issues of ME-LHP system 
design include the number limit for evaporators, the sizing of compensation chamber 
and the calculation of working fluid charge, which will be discussed in section 2. In 
section 3, the preliminary analytical models for ME-LHP although will be reviewed, 
although the refined and well-recognized models have remained to be developed with 
the insights to the heat transfer and fluid flow mechanisms. The steady operation 
performances of ME-LHP will be discussed in section 4. Three peculiar issues are 
reviewed, including the heat load sharing feature, the control rights switching of 
ME-LHP operation temperature among the multiple CCs and the capillary limit of 
ME-LHP. Finally, the start-up characteristics of ME-LHP are investigated in section 5 
including the effect of required superheat and initial fluid distribution on start-up. 
2 Design theory of ME-LHP  
LHP design is an extremely complicated process mainly involving four procedures [8]. 
The first step is to identify the thermal performance requirements in the problem 
statement such as maximum transport capacity, operating temperature range. The 
second step involves preliminary selection of a working fluid, wick material and case 
material. The third step involves the use of mathematical models to predict primary heat 
transfer characteristics such as maximum heat load, pressure losses and operational 
temperatures for LHP components. Finally, the experimental testing for performance 
verification of initial designs, the evaluation criteria such as the cost and manufacturing 
techniques are applied to determine the optimum solution.  
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For any design of all LHPs with single evaporator or LHP with multiple evaporators, 
three key design issues should be taken into account [9]. The first is the ratio between 
LHP components volume. The second is the compensation chamber volume. The third 
is the mass of charged working fluid.  
2.1 Constrain of the number of evaporators  
The number of evaporators and sizing of the CC volume are two limiting problems in 
ME-LHP design and practical application. The requirement that each CC volume had to 
be large enough to contain liquid at all times even when the other CCs and the rest of 
the loop were liquid-filled made the reservoirs intolerably large, limiting the number of 
evaporators to two for practical purpose [1]. Goncharov et al. [9] pointed out that the 
number of evaporators is limited by a certain ratio between LHP components volume 
and the charged working fluid mass. Yun et al. [10] provided detailed analysis of how 
the ME-LHP compensation chamber volume varies with the number of the evaporators 
(N) for a typical LHP system (ALPHA LHP). On the basis of their work, Bugby et al. [2] 
made a simplified analysis for generalized LHP system and pointed out that CC volume 
of ME-LHP increases with N, eventually becoming infinite for N greater than around 4.  
 
Fig. 3 ME-LHP Evaporator/Reservoir with capillary link ports [1] 
From existing literatures, it is indeed that the majorities of all developed and tested 
ME-LHPs are two-evaporator LHPs. However, a novel concept of ME-LHP was 
recently proposed by Hoang and Ku [1] in which the CCs were “capillary-linked” 
together so that a liquid-starved CC can still prime its primary wick with no limit in the 
numbers of evaporators of ME-LHP. A four-evaporator LHP was fabricated and tested. 
The test results showed that the ME-LHP with four evaporators worked well in typical 
LHP operations. The intra-capillary links between multiple CCs were realized by two 
more ports configuration on the CC design as shown in Fig. 3. One port only allowed 
liquid to flow in or out of CC, the other port had access only to the vapor space in CC. 
Each port forms manifold together with small-diameter tubing to form intra-capillary 
links. The capillary links enabled an evaporator with an empty reservoir to draw liquid 
from any other reservoir to keep its own primary wick primed. Hence, ME-LHP 
reservoir sizing was not limited by the evaporator number. In the four-evaporator LHP 
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with this new concept, each CC volume was 9.6 ml, which was less than one-fiftieth of 
CC volume (typically 500 ml to operate in the -20℃ to 80℃ range) for a conventional 
four-evaporator LHP. 
 
Even though the majority of existing efforts have been focused on DE-LHP which 
performed well in laboratory, the required CC volume is much larger and this hinders its 
further application for space. To keep the total CC volume of ME-LHP not larger than 
that of the single evaporator LHP counterpart is very likely the future research direction 
of ME-LHP. The new concept of capillary-linked-CCs provided by Hoang and Ku [1] is 
a good attempt whose innovative idea exists that the intra-liquid-replenish among 
multiple evaporators and CCs makes each evaporator no longer solely rely on its 
connected CC, therefore breaking the stipulation of the number of evaporators for 
ME-LHP. 
2.2 Calculation of Compensation Chamber Volume 
For conventional single-evaporator LHP, two design approaches can be used to 
effectively select a fluid charge and CC volume that would yield optimum performance 
characteristics [8]. One approach was documented by Ku [11] and there was no 
theoretical upper limit for CC volume in the Ku’s method. The CC volume must be able 
to accommodate at least the swing volume between the hot and cold case of loop 
operation and should be optimized with the fluid inventory to accommodate space and 
weight constraints. The second approach, proposed by TAIS Ltd [12], is more 
conservative assuming there is always sufficient liquid in the LHP for start-up. That is, 
LHP always starts up with some heat load even in the most unfavorable conditions and 
orientations. 
 
Generally there are two design conditions to consider when developing an LHP: the 
worst cold case and the worst hot case. In the worst cold case, no heat is applied to 
evaporator while the rest of the loop (condenser, liquid line and vapor line) are exposed 
to the coldest environmental conditions. In the worst hot case, maximum power is 
applied to evaporator while the rest of the loop is exposed to the hottest environmental 
conditions. The CC sizing design should satisfy three aspects: firstly to guarantee 
enough liquid to evaporator for start-up during the worst cold case. Secondly, to prevent 
condenser blockage during worst hot case so that minimize the volume of condenser. 
Thirdly, the CC should be sized to compensate for the thermal expansion of the working 
fluid between the worst cold case and the worst hot case. 
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For the design of LHP with multiple evaporators/condensers, the two worst cases are 
similar to those for LHP with a single evaporator [9]. Goncharov et al. [9,13] proposed 
Eqs. (1-2) to check the CC volume. It is assumed that multiple evaporators with its own 
CC and multiple CCs have the same volume. The scenario of liquid distribution for 
ME-LHP (N = 3) was shown in Fig. 4. 
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where 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 is the volume of vapor line; 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the volume of condenser; 𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤 is the 
volume of wick; 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔  is the volume of vapor groove; 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣  is the volume of liquid 
line; 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣,𝑐𝑐 is the density of liquid in the worst cold case; 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣,ℎ is the density of liquid in 
the worst hot case; 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣,ℎ is the density of vapor in the worst hot case; N is evaporator 
numbers; 𝜀𝜀 is the wick porosity; 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 is the space volume at the evaporator which 
depends on the specific design of evaporator.  
 
To the best knowledge of the authors, Eqs. (1-2) are the only validated formula for 
ME-LHP design in open literature. To prove the design theory above, several ME-LHP 
samples were manufactured and tested. LHPs with two and three evaporators operate 
successfully and no deviations were observed during testing [9]. One point should be 
stressed is that the calculation formula in Eqs.(1-2) was derived without taking into 
account the temperature change along the length of the loop and the presence of the 
liquid film in condenser at maximum applied heat load. CC volume and mass of 
liquid-charge can be reduced by taking into account these corrections.  
2.3 Calculation of working fluid charge 
Fluid charge is an important LHP design parameter mainly for two reasons. Firstly, fluid 
charge has significant impact on the initial distribution of liquid-vapor phase in LHP 
evaporator core. Whether or not the evaporator core exists vapor bubbles will greatly 
influence the radial heat leak between evaporators and their connecting CC, and 
consequently affect the LHP operation. The sensitivity experiment results of LHP 
performance with respect to fluid charge have shown that both low and high fluid 
charge will result in an increase of the loop operating temperature [8]. If the fluid charge 
is too low, wick dry-out is prone to occur with the increase of input power and induces 
to the increase of loop operating temperature. If the fluid charge is too high, there may 
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not be sufficient room in the CC to accommodate the excess liquid. The liquid stagnates 
and increases in temperature due to parasitic heating. This in turn increases the loop 
operating temperature. Secondly, LHP start-up is strongly influenced by the fluid charge, 
and particularly by the fluid distribution in the LHP before starting [14]. For example, 
smaller fluid charges were found to require less time for initiation of fluid flow since 
less liquid was available to collect in the vapor grooves while higher fluid charges will 
prolong the start-up time due to excess liquid collection in the vapor grooves which 
increase the required superheat. 
 
Fig. 4 Liquid distribution of ME-LHP in cold critical case (left) and at maximum heat transfer (right) [13] 
 
The CC volume and mass of fluid to be charged are often obtained concurrently. The 
principles of inventory calculation for ME-LHP are similar to the conventional LHP. As 
shown in Fig. 4, the worst cold case, ME-LHP is charged so that some liquid is left in 
one CC while other CCs and the rest of the loop are completely flooded. The working 
fluid amount is of the minimum value in the worst cold case because further decrease of 
the liquid amount in the CC with some liquid can lead to deprime the evaporator 
connected to this CC. In the worst hot case, when the maximum heat load is applied to 
the evaporator and the heat sink temperature is at its maximum, some vapor space is 
available in one CC while other CCs and the liquid line are flooded meanwhile the 
condenser is fully utilized (i.e. vapor line and condenser is filled with vapor). That is, 
CC volume should be sufficient [9] to contain the following: 1) Liquid pushed out from 
vapor line and condenser; 2) Increased volume of liquid due to heating from the 
minimum temperature to the maximum temperature; 3) Additional liquid pushed out 
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due to vapor/liquid interface displacement inside the wick at the maximum heat load; 4) 
Non-condensable gas. In addition, for both worst cases, some extra amount of working 
fluid charge should also be considered to compensate LHP calculation, manufacturing 
and charging tolerance. 
 
Goncharov et al. [13] proposed Eqs. (3-4) to calculate the fluid inventory of ME-LHP in 
the worst cold case and the worst hot case, respectively: 
( ), ,( 1) [(1 ) ]c l c loop cc cc v c ccM V N V V V= + − + + −ρ β ρ β                        (3) 
( ), ,( 1) (1 ) [ ]h l h ll w cc cc v h cc gr vl condM V V N V V V V V V= + + − + − + + + +ρ ε α ρ α  (4) 
where 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 is loop total volume excluding the CC; 𝛽𝛽 is the fraction of compensation 
chamber volume occupied by the liquid at cold case; 𝛼𝛼  is the void fraction of the 
compensation chamber in hot case. Ku [15-16] states that 𝛽𝛽 and 𝛼𝛼 values are selected 
at the designer’s discretion and a careful selection of these two values will yield the 
optimal CC volume and fluid inventory. Okutani et al. [17] and Matsuda et al. [18] have 
used Eqs. (3-4) to determine the fluid inventory for two-evaporator two-condenser LHP 
respectively using PTFE wick and porous stainless steel wick. Both experimental results 
demonstrated the stable operation of ME-LHP in various conditions. Eqs. (3-4) have 
been widely accepted to calculate fluid charge in ME-LHP design. 
3 Mathematical Modeling of ME-LHP 
Up to 2004, over 100 conventional LHPs have been utilized for spacecraft thermal 
control systems. The multiple evaporator/condenser LHPs are the next logical step in 
the LHP utilization [19]. Although LHP with multiple evaporators/multiple condensers 
have shown to function very well in ground testing, some complex issues still wait to be 
solved due to the complicated behavior related to the interaction between the multiple 
evaporators and condensers. To promote ME-LHPs application in the spacecraft thermal 
control systems, more accurate models are required to predict their thermal performance. 
The calculation procedure for LHP can be divided into two main parts: one is the 
pressure drop calculation and the other is the heat transfer calculation [20]. Various 
calculation models have been developed for modeling a single evaporator LHP. The 
software for LHP modeling includes Easy 2000 with the embedded Buz and 
Goncharov’s model [21], the SINDA/Fluint with the Cullimore and Baumman model 
[22]. The most investigated models for conventional LHP with cylindrical evaporators 
mainly include: 1) 1D steady-state analytical model developed by Maydanik [23]; 2) 1D 
steady-state numerical model for LHP system by Kaya and Hoang [24]; 3) 2D 
steady-state LHP evaporator model developed by Kaya and Goldak [25], which together 
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with the Demidov model [26] and the Figus pore network model [27], lay particular 
emphasis on the heat and mass transfer with phase change in porous wicks. The 
comprehensive literature review has elucidated by Siedel et al. [28] focused on the 
existing steady-state models of LHPs with single evaporator.  4) 1D transient models. 
The transient model by Launay et al. [29] characterized LHP oscillations. The transient 
model by Chernysheva and Maydanik [30] focused on the cylindrical evaporator only 
considering radial heat transfer. Ref. [31-33] were for system-level transient operation. 
Both models respectively developed by Kaya et al. [31] and Nishikawara et al. [32] 
simulate the LHP transient behavior including the start-up phase.  
 
For ME-LHP modeling, Maydanik [34] brought up a hydrodynamic model to calculate 
the maximum capacity of an LHP with multiple evaporators and condensers at different 
heat-load distribution between the evaporators and different device orientations. 
ME-LHP system was divided into different hydrodynamic homogeneous sections. The 
sum of pressure losses in all sections was not larger than the total capillary heads in both 
evaporators. The pressure loss in each section was a function of the heat load transferred 
in the section and can be expressed as the function of thermal resistance. Therefore the 
model can be described in the thermal network approach. Matsuda et al. [18] proposed a 
new evaporator-CC model to reflect the vapor-liquid distribution and further evaluated 
the amount of heat leak of ME-LHP respectively under 1g and μg environments. The 
new evaporator-CC model is much detailed in heat transfer mechanism compared to the 
conventional counterpart. For example, the heat transfer between the wick and 
evaporator core was modeled from two paths: the heat transfer from wick to the vapor 
of core and to the liquid of the core, instead of simulation as a whole. Chang and 
Nagano [35] developed a steady model for LHP with dual evaporators (each with a CC) 
and dual condensers using the node-path thermal network. The thermal network of each 
evaporator/CC pump composed of ten thermal nodes and connected thermal path, which 
showed very little difference from the convention LHP model. The difficulty is to 
predict the temperature at the confluence point (that is, the inlet points of the common 
vapor line and common liquid line, as shown in Fig. 2) in the dual evaporator LHP 
model. Assuming all the fluid is vapor at the common vapor line inlet, ideal gas 
enthalpy equation is used to evaluate the temperature of the confluence point. The vapor 
fraction can be calculated according to the pressure of the confluence point. The similar 
principle is used to calculate the temperature and vapor faction of inlet of common 
liquid line. The specific equations can be found in Ref. [35]. 
 
In 1993, Hoang and Ku [33] developed an LHP transient model. The model governing 
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equations show that the fluid flow of LHP behaves like a mass-spring-damper 
dynamical system. They further extend this model to simulate ME-LHP assuming 
governing equations for ME-LHP are similar to those of single evaporator/condenser 
LHP.  The derivation of the governing equations for LHP with multiple evaporators 
and condensers is broken into two independent parts. One is for the heat rejection and 
fluid flow distribution among the parallel condensers. The other set of governing 
equations is for the energy balance in the parallel evaporators-CC assemblies. All the 
governing equations are built based on the conservation laws of mass, momentum and 
energy using the Lagrangian method and solved using Runge-Kutta numerical scheme. 
The analytical model employed a nodal approach for the finite difference solution 
scheme. This model is capable of simulating the ME-LHP performance within the 
capillary limit and the predictions will be inaccurate once the capillary limit has been 
exceeded. The detailed solving code of steady state was verified in Ref. [19] and the 
detailed solving code of transient was described in Ref. [36]. This ME-LHP model has 
been verified with excellent agreement between the model predictions and the 
experimental results for the ME-LHP breadboard and proto-flight unit in the laboratory 
and thermal vacuum environments [15, 39-40]. To the author’s knowledge, this is the 
most specific transient analytical model for ME-LHP in the open literature. 
 
As shown above, there are very few analytical models for LHPs with multiple 
evaporators and condensers in either steady-state or transient modes. The reasons are 
firstly, the heat transfer mechanism of ME-LHP are still not clear, such as the complex 
nature of thermal interactions between the multiple evaporators/condensers, also 
between the LHP itself and the operational environment. Secondly, the methodology of 
solving the equations is too complicated and new computer codes have to be developed 
from scratch for ME-LHP. The future development direction in ME-LHP modeling 
could be, to develop the multiple evaporators-CC-level models, and then take them as 
the sub-models to integrate to the existing LHP system-level models. With the trends for 
small and micro-satellites development, the research of miniature ME-LHP with 
evaporator diameter down to 10mm will present greater challenges in ME-LHP 
modeling. 
4 ME-LHP steady operational performance 
The theoretical and experimental research on ME-LHP originated in 1988 and 1992, 
respectively [13]. These were mainly involved in the feasibility of ME-LHP [2, 37-38], 
the system design [1-2, 8-10, 14, 17], the mathematical modeling [6, 35-36], the steady 
operation and start-up performance. The feasibility of ME-LHP was firstly 
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demonstrated by Bienert.et al. [37] in 1997, which showed the performance of 
dual-evaporator LHP is similar to the performance of single-evaporator LHP in terms of 
reliability, self-starting capability, heat transport capacity and thermal conductance.  
 
In the last 20 years, extensive operating characteristics tests of ME-LHP have been 
conducted in several research institutions. In 1997, an LHP with two identical 
evaporators and a condenser was tested for the first logical step in Dynatherm 
Corporation/DTX, Wright Laboratory of America and Institute of Thermal 
Physics/TAIS Ltd. of Russia. These tests clearly demonstrated the feasibility and 
reliable operating characteristics of a dual evaporator LHP.  In 1998, “Push-Pull” LHP 
with two identical evaporators which can realize the bidirectional heat transfer and 
“Zmey Gorynych” LHP with three parallel evaporators and two parallel condensers (as 
shown in Fig. 5) were developed and tested successfully by TAIS Ltd. [9], proving the 
preliminary design theory developed for multi-evaporator LHP.  During 2001-2012, 
under the sponsorship of NASA, the Dynatherm Corporation/ NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center (NASA/GSFC) developed several LHP with two evaporators and two 
condensers for potential Mars Rover applications [11, 15-16, 36, 39-42]. The miniature 
ME-LHPs for future small systems applications requiring low mass, low power and 
high compactness were also developed and demonstrated excellent performance in 
proof-of-concept program [15-16] and proto-flight unit thermal vacuum testing [39]. 
During the recent ten years, TTH Research Inc. [1], NASA/GSFC [15-16, 39-40] and 
Nagoya University [6, 17-18, 44] in Japan have been very active in ME-LHP research. 
All the relevant ME-LHPs mentioned above in the last 20 years are summarized in 
Table 1, including the configurations of multi-evaporators and multi-condensers, the 
material of ME-LHP components, the working fluid, the wick material and the main test 
results in different test conditions.   
  
Fig. 5 Photos of “Zmey Gorynych” LHP Evaporators [9]
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Table 1 Summary of experimental investigation on ME-LHP 
Year Investigat
or 
Number 
of E*/C* 
Material 
/Working fluid  
Main size Test conditions Comments 
1997 Bienert.et 
al. [37]  
2E-1C SS for E/titanium 
wick/water 
E: ID/length:22/100mm 
CC: length:58mm 
VL: ID/length:3/1030+100mm 
LL: ID/length:3/1000+200mm 
C: ID/length:22/180mm 
Heat load applied mode, 
power cycles, sink cycles, 
gravity effect 
It can be started by applying power to one or both evaporators; 
response to power and sink transients is quite acceptable; 
operated successfully with evaporators powered uniformly, 
non-uniformly, and no power, with different evaporator 
elevations relative to the condenser. 
2000 Goncharo
v et al. [9]  
3E-1C SS for E,VL,LL 
aluminum 
condenser, nickel 
wick  
E: OD/length:17.4/155mm 
VL: ID:4mm 
LL: ID:3mm 
C: ID: 4mm 
Gravity effect (tilt angels in 
the range of ±75°), heat load 
No deviation of LHP operation characteristics were observed 
when LHP testing. It allows asserting that theory developed for 
multi-evaporator LHP designing and calculation provides the 
reliable data. 
2001 Ku , .Birur 
[42] 
2E-2C SS for E,VL,LL,C, 
titanium/ nickel 
wick/ammonia 
E: OD/length:12.7/76.2mm 
VL:OD/length:1.59/1168mm 
LL: OD/length:1.59/1168mm  
C: OD/length:1.59/508mm 
Start-up, power cycle, sink / 
reservoir temperature cycle, 
capillary limit 
Back flow occurred when CC is preheating. Low power 
start-up is still problematic as with single evaporator LHP. The 
test loop has demonstrated very robust operation even during 
fast transients. 
2001 Ku , .Birur 
[11] 
2E-2C aluminum E, SS for 
VL,LL,C, titanium/ 
nickel 
wick/ammonia 
E: OD/length:15.8/76.2mm 
CC: OD/length:14.8 /81.8mm 
VL/LL: OD/length:2.2/1168mm 
C: OD/length:2.2 /177.8mm 
Stability  of loop operating 
temperature 
Operating temperature is a function of heat load, sink /ambient 
temperature, heat load distribution between two evaporators. 
As the test condition changes, control of the loop operating 
temperature often shifted from one CC to another.  
2003 Maydanik 
et al. [34] 
2E-2C SS for E, CC, 
VL,LL,C,  Nickel 
wick/ammonia 
E/CC: OD/length:24/150mm 
LL/VL: OD:4/6mm 
C: OD/length:24/200mm 
ME-LHP total length:1000mm 
Various device orientations, 
heat load distributions 
between evaporators, different 
condenser cooling 
The maximum capacity varies from 1100 to 1400W for all 
device orientations and decreased abruptly if only one of the 
condensers was actively cooler. 
2005 Ku et al. 
[36] 
2E-2C aluminum for E, 
titanium/ nickel 
wick/ammonia 
E: OD/length:15.8 /76.2mm 
CC: OD/length:14.8 /81.8mm 
VL: OD/length:2.2/1168mm 
LL: OD/length:1.6/1168mm 
C: OD/length:2.2 /177.8mm 
Even/uneven  heat load, 
power increment, different 
sink temperature 
Titanium wick is first partial dry-out and the CC with titanium 
wick controls the loop saturation temperature with even heat 
load. The evaporator with less heat input control the loop 
saturation temperature with uneven heat load.  
2006 Ku [43] 2E-2C aluminum for E,  
SS  for 
VL,LL,C,CC; 
titanium/ nickel 
wick/ammonia 
E: OD/length:13/76.2mm 
CC: OD/length:18 /61mm 
VL: OD/length:2.38/1200mm 
LL: OD/length:1.59/1200mm 
C:OD/length:2.38/760mm/each 
heat load sharing The heat shared by the evaporator was mainly affected by heat 
load applied to the other evaporator and the temperature of the 
sink surrounding the evaporator sharing the heat, much less 
affected by the condenser sink temperatures. 
2007 H.Nagano.
et al.[6] 
 
2E-2C aluminum 6061 for 
E,C; stainless steel 
for 
CC,VL,LL,/titanium 
wick/ammonia 
E: OD/length:9.65 /52mm 
CC: OD/length:22.2 /72.4mm 
VL: OD:2.38mm 
LL: OD:1.59mm 
C: OD/length:2.38/2540mm 
Heat load applied mode, 
w/&w/o active control of CC 
temperature, gravity effect 
LHP can operate at a new steady state when capillary limit was 
exceeded. TEC is effective in controlling the CC temperature 
Under vertical configuration, the operating temperature is 
higher and the transport capability is lower than those under 
horizontal configuration. 
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*E: evaporator;  C: condenser;  VL: vapor line;   LL: liquid line;  CC: compensation chamber;  SS: stainless steel 
2011 Ku et al. 
[39] 
2E-2C  
miniature 
ME-LHP 
aluminum for E; 
SS304L for 
VL,LL,C,CC; 
primary/secondary  
wick: 
titanium/SS304L; 
ammonia 
E: OD/length:9/52mm 
CC: OD/length:22.5 /76.7mm 
VL: OD/length:2.38/1580mm 
LL: OD/length:1.59/1102mm 
C: OD/length:2.38 /1676mm 
Thermal vacuum test: 
start-up, power cycle, sink 
temperature cycle, high power 
and low power operation, heat 
load sharing, operating 
temperature control 
The proto-flight miniature ME-LHP demonstrated excellent 
performance in the thermal vacuum test. 100% success on 43 
start-up tests at 273K-308K temperature range. Heat transport 
capacity is 120W. Saturation temperature can be controlled 
within 1K between 273K and 313K. Heat load sharing was 
demonstrated by changing heat load to one evaporator (0W to 
75W) and CC saturation temperature. 
2012 Ku et 
al.[7], 
[15-16] 
2E-2C 
miniature 
ME-LHP 
aluminum for E; SS 
for VL,LL,C,CC; 
primary/secondary  
wick:titanium/SS30
4L; ammonia 
E: OD/length:9/52mm 
CC: OD/length:22.2 /72.4mm 
VL: OD/length:2.38/914mm 
LL: OD/length:1.59/914mm 
C: OD/length:2.38 /2540mm 
start-up tests with high /low 
power, CC active control 
tests, power cycling tests, heat 
load sharing tests 
Both breadboard and a proto-flight unit of miniature ME-LHP 
demonstrated excellent thermal performance under laboratory 
and thermal vacuum environments, and agreed very well with 
analytical model predictions.100% success on 72 start-up tests 
at 258K-308K temperature range with active control on CC 
temperature. Heat transport capacity is 120W. 
2014 Okutani. 
et al.[17]  
Chang et 
al. [35]  
2E-2C stainless steel/PTFE 
wick/ pure acetone 
E: ID/OD/length:9.3/12/70mm 
CC: ID/OD/length:34/36/45mm 
VL/LL/C: ID: 1.75mm 
VL/LL/C:length:770/800/500mm 
power cycle, heat load 
switching, sink temperature 
cycle 
Stable operation of ME-LHP both in the test with heat load to 
one evaporator and heat load switching test was demonstrated. 
2015 Hoang et 
al. [1] 
4E-1C SS for E,CC,LL,VL,C; 
primary/secondary  
wick: sintered SS /SS 
wiremesh; ammonia 
E: OD/length:15.24/31.75mm 
CC: OD/length:15.24 /76.2mm 
VL/LL:OD/length:2.38/269mm 
C: OD/length:2.38/1387.6mm 
Start-up and operate tests, 
heat sharing tests, 
functionality tests of capillary 
links among parallel 
reservoirs 
It can operate in any combination of power inputs; no limit on 
the number of evaporators due to the design of capillary links 
among CCs; the overall thermal conductance of the ME-LHP 
was reduced in a heat-load sharing mode. 
2015 Matsuda et 
al. [18] 
2E-1C SUS304 for 
E,C,VL,LL,  wick, 
PFA for C, distilled 
water 
E: OD/length:21/85mm 
CC: OD/length:44/75mm 
VL: ID/length:4.6/350mm 
LL: ID/length:1.8/500mm 
C: ID/length:1.8/1500 mm 
Visualization of the wick 
core, the vapor-liquid 
distribution in evaporator and 
CC under 1g and μg  
Under 1g, top-vapor and low-liquid distribution occurs in E 
core and CC for both even and uneven heat load modes.  
Under μg, vapor was present around E core and CC at even 
heat load, while bubbles initially formed on the internal wall of 
the core at uneven heat load. 
2016 Chang et 
al. [44] 
2E-2C sintered SS wick; 
ammonia 
E: ID/length:10/59mm 
CC: ID/length:37/55mm 
VL: ID/length:1.75/1960mm 
LL: ID/length:1.75/2455mm 
C: ID/length:1.75/3000 mm 
Thermal vacuum test, heat 
load applied mode 
ME-LHP can transport 240W at even heat load case and 200W 
for only one E was heated. Each E can start up at 5W with CC 
preheating. 
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4.1 Operation Temperature Control  
ME-LHPs not only have all the characteristics of conventional one-evaporator LHPs, 
but also possess their own peculiarities. The most prominent one is the control rights 
switching of ME-LHP operation temperature among multiple CCs. Many tests 
concerning the switching rules were carried out under the conditions of with/without 
active control on CC temperature [6, 11, 15-16, 41]. Another peculiarity is the heat 
load sharing feature which are extensively observed in experimental works [1, 10, 17, 
39, 43]. In addition, the capillary limit of ME-LHP has displayed much difference 
from the conventional LHP which were discussed in literatures [2, 6, 15-17, 36-37]. 
 
Table 2 Heater Power Matrix 
Operation with individual 
evaporator heat loads (W) 
Operation with combinations of multi-evaporator heat 
loads(W) 
Case 1: individual 
evaporator powered start-up 
Case 2: even heat load start-up Case 3:high power start-up 
E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4 
5 0 0 0 10 10 10 10 50 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 15 10 10 5 40 5 5 0 
20 0 0 0 20 10 10 0 20 10 10 10 
30 0 0 0 25 10 5 0 5 15 15 15 
40 0 0 0 30 10 0 0 0 10 10 30 
50 0 0 0 35 5 0 0 0 5 5 40 
40 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 
30 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 
20 0 0 0 40 10 0 0 0 50 0 0 
10 0 0 0 30 10 10 0 50 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 20 10 10 10 20 10 10 10 
/ / / / / / / / 10 20 10 10 
/ / / / / / / / 10 10 20 10 
 
In an LHP with multiple evaporators and multiple condensers, the operating 
temperature becomes much more complex. Each CC is still subjected to the energy 
balance and is therefore affected not only by those factors in single-evaporator LHP, 
such as applied heat load, sink temperature, ambient temperature, but also by the heat 
load distribution among evaporators, and heat dissipating capability of each condenser. 
Thus, multiple CCs could hardly reach the same equilibrium temperatures and control 
of operating temperature can shift from one CC to the other as the heat load 
distribution changes. Moreover, more temperature hysteresis will exhibit compared to 
conventional LHP [42]. For active control of operating temperature for ME-LHP, the 
set point temperature must be set high enough to encompass all temperature hysteresis. 
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The results for most tested two-evaporators LHP showed that regardless of one or two 
CCs used to controlled to the set point temperature, only one CC could contain the 
two-phase fluid, the other could be at a subcooled state or a superheated state, even 
when both CCs were set at the same temperature [41], and the control of the loop 
operating temperature can shift from one CC to the other which depends on the 
actually heat load distribution between two evaporators [42]. 
 
Hoang and Ku [1] conducted extensive experimental research for four-evaporator 
LHPs based on a new design with capillary-links among multiple CCs. The 
four-evaporator LHP layout and thermocouple locations were shown in Fig. 6. E1 was 
the nearest to and E4 was the farthest from the condenser. The processes of how the 
control of operation temperature of four-evaporators LHP switched among four CCs 
with individual evaporator heat loads (case 1) and with combinations of 
multi-evaporator heat loads (case 2 and case 3) were described. Table 2 shows the 
heater power matrix of three typical cases. E1, E2, E3 and E4 represent Evaporator 1, 
2, 3 and 4, respectively. In Figs. 7-9 the loop operation temperature control switch 
process is displayed among four CCs at three corresponding cases, with data from 
Hoang and Ku [1].  
 
Fig. 6 The layout of four-evaporator LHP [1] 
For case 1 shown in Fig. 7, only E1 was heated and the chiller set point was -10℃. 
Before E1 heater power reached 20W, CC1 controlled the loop saturation and other 
CCs liquid-filled with much lower temperatures. When E1 heater power was stepped 
up to 20W, CC1 lost control of the loop saturation by a decrease of its temperature 
with 2.1℃. CC3 took over the control of saturation with a temperature increase of 
3.2℃. It was the CC3 not CC2 that was located closer to CC1 to control the loop 
temperature, because more liquid was accumulated in CC2 by the capillary links to 
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supply liquid to E1 wick, leading to a liquid-filled condition of CC2. CC4 kept 
liquid-filled due to the least heat sharing from E1 and the heat loss with ambient with 
the longest loop length. With the E1 heater power 30W/40W/50W stepped up, CC3 
still controlled the saturation temperature despite the temperatures increase with 
power. The loop operation with step-down of E1 power repeated that in the 
corresponding steps during the power step-ups despite the temperatures were higher. 
When E1 power decreased to 10W, the control of loop saturation was switched from 
E3 to E1. There was not much difference between E2, E3, E4 individual tests and E1 
tests with the exception of higher saturation temperatures. The saturation temperature 
in the E4 individual test was highest among the individual tests. 
 
Fig. 7 Four evaporator LHP operation temperature control among four CCs with E1 power 
variation--case1 (drawn by the authors with data from Hoang and Ku [1])  
 
For case 2 shown in Fig. 8, four evaporators were heated with even power of 10 W to 
start-up. CC4 controls the loop saturation temperature since E4 was farthest from the 
liquid line and received the least subcooling. With E4 power stepped down from 10 W 
to 5 W and E1 power stepped up to 15W, CC4 still controlled loop temperature. When 
E4 power turned off and E1 power stepped up to 20W, CC3 instead of CC4 controlled 
loop temperature and sustained the control right during E3 power stepped down 
further to 5 W and E1 power stepped further to 25W. When E3 power turned off and 
E1 power stepped up to 30 W, CC2 instead of CC3 control loop temperature and 
sustained the control right during E2 power stepped down further to 5 W and E1 
power stepped further to 35 W. When E1 power stepped up to 40 W, further 50 W, and 
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E2/E3/E4 all turned off, just as case 1 only one evaporator powered, it is CC2 not 
CC3 in case 1 to control the operation temperature. Therefore, the operation 
temperature control may be different even in the same power scenario because the 
distribution of heat load among CCs is dynamic and influenced by foregoing thermal 
conditions.  
 
Fig. 8 Four evaporator LHP operation temperature control among four CCs with multi-evaporator 
power variation–case 2 (drawn by the authors with data from Hoang and Ku [1])  
 
Fig. 9 Four evaporator LHP operation temperature control among four CCs with multi-evaporator 
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power variation–case 3 (drawn by the authors with data from Hoang and Ku [1])  
For case 3 shown in Fig. 9, LHP start-up with high power of 50 W applied to E1. The 
saturation temperature was controlled by CC3. With the combination variation of 
E1/E2/E3/E4 power, the control of loop operation temperature always switched from 
CC3 and CC4. During t=14-14.5h (that is 14:00 p.m. to 14:30 p.m.), CC3 or CC4 
hardly controlled the loop temperature due to their similar temperatures. After t = 
14.5h, a sudden and large increase of CC2 and CC3 temperatures occurred indicating 
that the capillary limits of E2 and E3 were obtained sequentially.  
 
From the aforementioned literature analysis, the definite mechanisms that when and 
how the control rights of ME-LHP saturation temperature switched among multiple 
CCs await for further explanation theoretically and quantitatively. In the present, the 
ME-LHP operating temperature can be primarily determined by the following 
methods for two cases. 1) If there is no active measure to control the CC temperatures, 
the CC that reaches the highest temperature will contain a two-phase fluid and control 
the loop operating temperature. All other CCs will be liquid-filled [11]. The simplest 
way to judge the phase state in CCs is to observe the temperature variation of CCs in 
tests. Typically, the CC that controlled the loop operating temperature always showed 
a uniform temperature, while the CCs that were flooded with liquid always showed 
divergent temperatures [42]. 2) If all CCs are controlled at the same set-point 
temperature, the CC that has the lowest absolute pressure will control the loop 
operating temperature and all other CCs will be liquid-filled under most 
circumstances [41]. 3) For dual evaporators subject to even heat load, the evaporator 
that first starts up will take the lead of the operation conditions while the other will follow it 
[45].  
4.2 Heat Load Sharing 
The evaporator with no heat load can share the heat of other heat-loaded evaporators 
because the capillary pressure generated in the powered evaporator will drive the 
vapor flow to the cold and low pressure unpowered evaporator. This is referred to as 
heat load sharing [39-40].  
 
Ku [43] presented a theoretical analysis and ground tests of heat load sharing 
operation for dual-evaporator LHP. There are two operating modes for ME-LHP: the 
normal operation mode and the heat load sharing mode. In the normal operation mode 
shown in Fig. 10a, the vapors generated by both heated evaporators converged at 
point 5 and condensed in both condensers. In the heat load sharing mode shown in Fig. 
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10b, E2 was applied heat load and E1 shared the heat load. The vapor generated in E2 
will flow to both condensers and E1. E1 at this moment functioned as a condensing 
evaporator. Therefore, the loop pressure drop via E1 in normal operation mode is 
larger than that in the heat sharing mode. 
 
(a) Normal operation mode (Heat load to both evaporators) 
 
(b) Heat load sharing mode (Heat load to E2 only) 
 Fig. 10 Pressure drop diagram in an two-evaporators and two condensers LHP [43]  
The experimental research on dual-evaporator LHP heat sharing function was also 
conducted with the influence of four factors, which are the applied heat loads, the sink 
temperature of the evaporator working in the condenser mode (E1_sink or E2_sink), 
CC set point temperature and condenser sink temperature. Table 3 summarizes the 
heat sharing amount varying with the above four influence factors at 7 experimental 
cases. Taking No.1 case as an example, when CC2 was controlled at 303K, E2 sink 
and two condenser sinks temperature were respectively kept at 293K and 283K, and 
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E1 power varied between 100W and 20W with a decrement of 20W, heat shared by 
E2 decreased with a decreasing E1 power with the highest heat sharing value about 
32W at E1=100W and the lowest value about 1W at E1=20W. From the experimental 
results summarized in Table 3, it can be found that the heat shared by the evaporator 
was mainly a function of the heat load applied to the other evaporator, the sink 
temperature of the evaporator sharing the heat, and was much less affected by the 
condenser sink temperatures. The amount of heat shared by one evaporator increased 
with an increasing applied heat load on the other evaporator and a decreasing 
evaporator sink temperature. The amount of heat shared by one evaporator also 
decreased as another CC set point temperature decreased. Once the sink temperature 
of the evaporator sharing the heat is higher than LHP saturation temperature, the 
evaporator would automatically switch the operation modes from heat-sharing mode 
(condenser) to normal mode (evaporator) thereby with a negative heat sharing value  
Table 3 Amount of heat being shared varied with four influence factors [43] 
Experimental cases Influence factors 1 Heat sharing value 
(W) Applied heat load (W) 
No.1 CC2=303K 
C1=C2=283K 
E2_ sink =293K 
E1=100/80/60/40/20/100 1~32 
 
No.2 CC1=303K 
C1=273K ,C2=293K 
E2_ inlet =288K 
E1=125/100/75/50/25/50 8~42 
No.3 No active CC 
temperature control 
C1=C2=283K 
E2_ inlet =293K 
E1=100/80/60/40/20/100 1~21 
Experimental cases Influence factors 2 Heat sharing value 
(W) Evaporator Sink Temperature (K) 
No.4 CC1=303K 
E2=100W 
E1_sink= 293/288/283/298/303 -4~50 
 
No.5 
 
No active CC 
temperature control, 
E2=100W 
E1_sink= 293/288/283/298/303 -18~40 
Experimental cases Influence factors 3 Heat sharing value 
(W) CC Set Point Temperature (K) 
No.6 E1=100W  
E2_sink= 283K 
CC1=303/298/293/ 
288/286/283/288/292/293 
15~45 
 
Experimental cases Influence factors 4 Heat sharing value  
(W) Condenser heat sink (K) 
No.7 CC1=CC2=303K 
E2=100W 
C1/C2=273/273, 293/273,  
293/283,298/283 
15~45 
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E1_sink= 283K 
 
Fig. 11 2E-2C MLHP in heat-load sharing test [15] 
 
 
Fig. 12 Typical setup of TEC in LHP [52] 
 
Ku [15] calculated the amount of heat load sharing of 2E-2C LHP by measuring the 
flow rate and the temperatures at the inlet and outlet ends of the fluid flow through the 
evaporator thermal mass as shown in Fig. 11. Two chillers were used to cool the 
evaporator thermal masses, but only one chiller was needed for any given heat-load 
sharing test. Thermoelectric converter (TEC) was installed on the CC and connected 
to the evaporator via a copper thermal strap. Fig. 12 shows the typical installation of 
TEC in LHP. Either the TEC or the electric heater was used to control the CC 
temperature for a given test but not both. Fig. 13 shows the measured temperatures of 
2E-2C LHP in a heat-load sharing test with E1 = 0W and E2 = 50W, which were also 
used to compare with the predicted results. The predicted results were computed by 
the analytical model earliest developed by Hoang and Ku [36] and later developed by 
J. Ku et al. [7,16], which has been illustrated in Section 3. In Fig. 13, the temperature 
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of the circulating fluid through E1 thermal mass increased gradually while the mass 
flow rate remained unchanged after successful start-up of LHP. This means that E1 is 
in the condenser mode and heat-load sharing from E2. The amount of E1 heat load 
sharing decreased with the temperature increase of circulating fluid. When the 
circulating fluid temperature was raised above the CC saturation temperature, the heat 
being shared of E1 became negative and the E1 automatically switched to the 
evaporator operation mode. 
 
 
Fig. 13 Loop temperature in heat load sharing test E1/E2=0/50W [15] 
 
Hoang [1] conducted four evaporators LHP tests and pointed out that the overall 
thermal conductance of the ME-LHP was reduced when the loop operated in a 
heat-load sharing mode. The reason was that the mass flow to the inactive evaporators 
brought back warm liquid to the active ones, decreasing the amount of overall 
subcooling for the loop. Okutani et al. [17] provided an equation to calculate the 
amount of heat shared by one evaporator for modeling the LHP with dual evaporators 
and dual condensers with PTFE wicks. Their equation needs to be firstly preset with 
an evaporator heat transfer coefficient, which determines the accuracy of the equation. 
  
From the aforementioned review, heat load sharing is an inherent function of an LHP 
with multiple evaporators. Heat load sharing among evaporators is passively and 
automatically accomplished through internal vapor distribution among the evaporators. 
The load is automatically distributed between multiple evaporators and condensers 
according to the conservation laws. The amount of heat shared by an unheated 
evaporator is mainly affected by the system heat load, the sink temperature of the 
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condensing evaporator, and much less affected by the condenser sink temperature. If 
the CC temperature is controlled, the amount of heat shared by one evaporator also 
varies directly with another CC set point temperature. Heat load sharing feature also 
benefits space thermal control because it will eliminate the need for supplemental 
electrical heaters while maintaining all instruments close to the loop operating 
temperature. 
4.3 Capillary limit 
The capillary limit can be identified by a sudden and large increase of the loop 
operating temperature. No matter LHP has single or multiple evaporators, the 
experimental results have proven that when capillary limit is exceeded by a small 
margin, LHP will still continue to function at a higher temperature. Moreover, LHP 
can recover from a partial dry-out by reducing the heat load without restart [6, 11, 
41-42, 46-48]. 
 
Nagano [5] theoretically analyzed the effect of various parameters on the capillary 
limit of an LHP with two evaporators and two condensers when the heat load applied 
to both evaporators and only one evaporator. Due to the characteristics that evaporator 
core can tolerate vapor, not like capillary pump loop (CPL), LHP can reach a new 
steady state even after the system total pressure drop is equal to the capillary limit at a 
given set point temperature (i.e., capillary limit is exceeded). This has been verified 
by Ku and Birur [41]. Hence, the concept of heat transport limit of LHP becomes 
more ambiguous but transport limit is a function of operational temperature for both 
single and multiple evaporators LHP. Fig. 10 depicted the fluid flow and the 
corresponding pressure drop for LHP with two evaporators and two condensers. In the 
case of heat load applied on both evaporators, the pressure drop from the vapor line to 
the liquid line via condensers is common to both evaporators and is a function of the 
total heat load applied to the two evaporators. The pressure drops from the outer 
diameter of wick to the vapor line and from the liquid line to the inner diameter of 
wick are dependent upon the corresponding heat load to each evaporator. Thus the 
total pressure drop imposed upon each evaporator is a function of the total heat load 
and the heat load distribution between two evaporators. In the case of heat load 
applied to only one of the evaporators, the evaporator receiving no heat load will work 
as a condenser. The flow from the liquid line to the vapor line is reversed via 
evaporator instead of condenser. Consequently the pressure drop that the wick in this 
unheated evaporator has to sustain could be significantly reduced compared to the 
case of a heated evaporator. The capillary limits of DE-LHP with different wick 
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materials in each evaporator were tested by different researchers [11, 41-42]. The 
evaporator with a titanium wick showed three times weaker in capillary limit than the 
evaporator with a nickel wick. The capillary limit tested in open literatures for LHP 
with two evaporators is 240W in Chang and Nagano [44], 120 W in Ku and Ottenstein 
[39], 110-140W in Maydanik et al. [34], 100 W for miniature 2E-2C-LHP with 8mm 
evaporator diameter in Habtour [49], 120-140 W for 2E-2C-LHP with evaporator 
outer diameter of 15mm in Ku [50].  
From the above review, ME-LHP capillary limit rests on three factors: the operational 
temperature, the total heat load and the heat load distribution among multiple 
evaporators. The latter two factors play important roles in the pressure losses of 
ME-LHP components. The more heat leakage from evaporator to CC, the lower 
capillary limit reached at certain operation temperature. The heat leak was influenced 
by the thermal conductance between the evaporator core and the outer surface of wick 
[51]. And the thermal conductance is highly dependent upon the liquid-vapor phase 
state in the evaporator core. The higher the vapor void fraction, the larger the heat 
leak. Vapor penetration will first occur in the largest pore which results in the decrease 
of surface tension and viscosity of fluid with the increase of operating temperature. 
Therefore, the material and pore size of the wick also affect the ME-LHP capillary 
limit. Normally for ME-LHP, a new steady state could be reached at a higher 
operating temperature if the capillary limit is not exceeded by too much. In addition, 
the heat transport capacity in dual evaporators subject to even heat load is larger than 
that in single evaporator subject to heat load. 
5 Effect of required superheat on ME-LHP start-up  
Start-up is a complicated dynamic process of working fluid circulation and 
redistribution combined with phase change such as evaporation, condensation, and 
nucleate boiling. Self-starting with no assistance is the typical characteristic of LHP 
distinctive from other close systems of two-phase circulation. However, certain 
required superheat is the precondition to successful start-up. The “degree of superheat” 
is technically defined as the liquid temperature in grooves minus the current saturation 
temperature (the equilibrium value at the current pressure) at the point of start-up, but 
practically it can be measured as the evaporator case temperature minus the 
compensation chamber temperature. Many factors influence the degree superheat: 
case and wick materials, working fluids, temperature interval (together with the fluid 
properties), surface treatments and manufacturing methods, cleanliness, 
non-condensable gas, vibration level, prior history (how subcooled the grooves were 
and for how long), etc.  
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There are three LHP start-up scenarios based on the required superheat as shown in 
Fig. 14 [7]. When evaporator temperature rises above the CC temperature by a certain 
amount, vapor bubbles will generate in the evaporator and the LHP can start as shown 
in Fig. 14a. When a low heat load applied to the evaporator and a high superheat is 
required, the LHP start-up becomes difficult because the CC temperature will rise in 
tandem with evaporator and the superheat cannot obtain due to the heat leak between 
them as shown in Fig. 14b. Two measures can overcome the start-up difficulty. One 
method is to generate highly concentrated heat flux using a smart heater to generate 
the liquid boiling in evaporator vapor groove. The required starter heater power is in 
the range of 30 W to 60 W for standard LHPs with a 25 mm-outer-diameter 
evaporator. For LHPs with small evaporators, the required starter heater power is 
estimated to be between 20 W and 40 W. The other method is to cool and maintain a 
constant CC temperature using the attached thermoelectric converter (TEC) no matter 
how high the required superheat and how low the heat load are. This scenario is 
shown in Fig. 14c. 
 
 
Fig. 14 LHP start-up scenarios [7] 
 
Superheat value is a key input parameter in analysis of LHP models. However, there 
is no general way to predict the degree of superheat that is experienced in any unit in 
any given circumstances [20]. Therefore, the suitable experimental superheat value in 
the similar LHP configurations was often used as the input value for LHP start-up 
modeling. The superheat values for ME-LHP at different heat load power and 
applying modes, different CC set-point temperature and sink temperature were 
summarized in Table 4. It is found that the superheat value can be zero, indicating that 
the ME-LHP immediately start-up after heat load applied to evaporator, meanwhile, 
the superheat can be over 10K if the evaporator is in the least desired fluid distribution 
situation during start-up. This stochastic characteristic of superheat values just 
testified the viewpoint of Ku et al. [7], who pointed out that the stochastic superheat 
value can range from less than 1K to more than 10 K. 
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Table 4 ME-LHP start-up superheat  
LHP 
type 
Power 
(W) 
Evaporator temp. 
(℃) 
CC active 
control(℃) 
Sink Temp. 
(℃) 
Superheat 
(℃) 
Ref. 
2E-2C E1/E2:50/5 E1:23 20 -100 3 
[15]  
E1/E2:0/10 E2:21 20 -100 1 
2E-2C 
protoflig
ht 
E1/E2:10/0 E1:10 0/0 -50 10 [39] 
E1/E2:0/10 E2:8 0/0 -50 8 
E1/E2:0/50 E2:3 0/0 -50 3 
E1/E2:5/0 E1:22 20/20 / 2 
E1/E2:5/5 E1/E2:22.2/22.5 20/20 / 2.2/2.5 
E1/E2:5/50 E1/E2:25/25 25/25 / 0/0 
4E-1C E1/E2/E3/E4:5/0/0/0 E1:29 / -10 8 [1] 
E1/E2/E3/E4:0/5/0/0 E2:29 / -10 10 
E1/E2/E3/E4:10/10/10/10 E1/E2/E3/E4:36/3
7/39/38 
/ -10 14/15/10/
14 
E1/E2/E3/E4:50/0/0/0 E1:21.5 / -10 5.5 
E1/E2/E3/E4:50/0/0/0 E1:21.5 / -20 5 
 
As shown in previous sections, certain superheat and heat load to the evaporators are 
requisite conditions for LHP successful start-up. These parameters are usually used to 
evaluate how easily and successfully LHP start-up. However, the amounts of above 
parameters are stochastic and highly rely on the initial liquid/vapor distribution in the 
evaporator core and the vapor grooves. Take the parameter of required superheat as an 
example, if the vapor is present in the vapor grooves, liquid will evaporate and boiling 
at small superheat due to the nucleation sites effects. If the grooves are completely 
filled with liquid, however, liquid boiling requires larger superheat. 
 
Presently, it is widely recognized that there are four possible liquid/vapor distribution 
situations prior to LHP start-up in the evaporator core and vapor grooves [47, 52-54]. 
Ku [52] and Entremont [54] depicted the thermal response to initial evaporator liquid 
distribution. Wang et al. [53] summarized the characteristics of four cases of fluid 
distribution. Ku [55] and Zhang [56] illustrated the methods how to realize four cases 
of fluid distribution in LHP evaporator during LHP tests by adjusting the tilt between 
evaporator and CC, combined with the control of LHP pre-conditions. Wang et al. [53] 
pointed out that proper controlling the initial liquid-vapor condition in evaporator core 
definitely benefits the LHP start-up success. Moreover, heat leakage from the 
evaporator to CC, as one of the present research focuses in LHP, is also strongly 
dependent upon the vapor void fraction inside the evaporator core. Quite a number of 
LHP ground tests have been demonstrated that heat leakage is the most important 
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factor in determining LHP low power operation. The optimization of the evaporator 
and CC assembly design has been taken to decrease the heat leakage. The majority of 
evaporator/CC assembly in LHP is concentric layout as shown in Fig. 15a. This type 
of layout will cause liquid puddle at the bottom of the CC while evaporator core could 
be mostly filled with vapor. A good attempt is to design an eccentric evaporator/CC 
assembly as shown in Fig. 15b, which can mitigate the liquid drainage issue in the CC, 
especially when CC has a larger diameter than evaporator [52, 57-58]. It also indicates 
that both evaporator-CC assembly design and fluid inventory computation can be 
considered for future ME-LHP design improvements and applications. 
 
(a) Concentric layout 
 
(b) Eccentric layout 
Fig. 15 Evaporator/CC assembly in LHP [52] 
  
In addition, the three peculiar behaviors in LHP including temperature hysteresis, 
temperature oscillation and temperature overshoot, are all influenced by the 
liquid-vapor distribution both in evaporators and CCs. The former one belongs to the 
steady operational performance and frequently occurs at low powers (<200W). Low 
power hysteresis effect has been observed by many researchers [55, 59-62]. In 
ME-LHP, the two-phase dynamics is more complicated and further research is 
required to obtain insight to this phenomenon. Even though temperature hysteresis is 
not inevitable and may be regarded as a drawback of LHPs, there is a sufficiently 
wide range of heat loads at which hysteresis is not observed or weakly pronounced. 
Therefore, good control the thermal conditions to expand the stable heat load range 
without temperature hysteresis will be a research point for ME-LHP. Temperature 
oscillation and temperature overshoot are in the category of non-linear instability 
performance, frequently appearing during start-up. Temperature overshoot is 
considered as one of the main parameters to indicate if a LHP works normally and 
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reliably or fails as a spacecraft thermal control device. J. Ku [52] discussed the 
overshoot and undershoot during LHP startup in detail. Temperature oscillations can 
occur in LHPs during both startup and normal operation, especially at comparatively 
low heat loads. A lot of research has been done in LHP temperature oscillations 
including the types [28, 63], the influencing factors [64], the mechanisms [65-67], and 
the control approaches of temperature oscillations [68]. Much research work in both 
experiments and modeling are required to reveal the mechanisms of above peculiar 
behaviors in ME-LHP. 
6. Conclusion 
The present review investigated the ME-LHP development status in the system design, 
primary mathematical models, the key issues in steady-state operation and start-up 
performance.  
1) The feasibility of ME-LHP has been widely demonstrated by many experiments. 
The addition of multiple evaporators and condensers increased the complexity not 
only in ME-LHP system design, but also in the theoretical analysis due to the 
inherent thermo-hydraulic interactions. The number of evaporators is limited by a 
certain ratio between LHP components volume and the charged working fluid 
mass. Some new approaches to the ME-LHP design have been carried out with the 
goal of keeping the total CC volume not larger than that of the single evaporator 
LHP. At present, four evaporator LHP has been fabricated and tested to work well 
in typical conditions. The most widely adopted calculation method of CC volume 
and liquid inventory of ME-LHP is Goncharov et al. relations [9][13].  
2) Modeling multiple evaporators/condensers LHP operation is an extremely hard 
work and until now only few computer codes are available for ME-LHP steady 
and transient simulation. This paper summarizes related theoretical works and 
typical ME-LHP models. 
3) ME-LHP steady operational performance has been analytically reviewed. The 
operation temperature control of ME-LHP is much more complicated than 
conventional LHP. Two methods have been summarized to determine the 
ME-LHP operating temperature for two cases. Nonetheless, further explanation is 
required for the definite mechanisms of when and how the control rights of 
ME-LHP saturation temperature switched among multiple CCs. Experimental 
research works on heat sharing features were also summarized with four 
influencing factors, which are the system heat load, the sink temperature of the 
evaporator working in the condenser mode, the CC set point temperature and the 
condenser sink temperature. All the main ME-LHP research works published in 
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the past 20 years were also summarized, covering the configuration of 
multi-evaporators and multi-condensers, the material of ME-LHP components, the 
working fluid, the wick material and the main steady-state operation results under 
different test conditions.   
4) The significant factors to determine the ME-LHP start-up performance were 
investigated. The required superheat and its effects on different configurations of 
ME-LHP start-up were also given. 
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